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Proposte di cooperazione Tecnologica – 

Febbraio 2017 

Per favorire la crescita della competitività delle PMI, la rete Enterprise Europe Network offre un servizio 

gratuito di accesso ad opportunità di individuazione di partner internazionali per la presentazione di progetti 

europei di ricerca, sviluppo e innovazione; promozione di offerte e richieste di tecnologia per l'attivazione 

di cooperazioni; diffusione di profili di collaborazione commerciale per individuare fornitori, distributori e 

importatori in altri paesi. Eurosportello Confesercenti in quanto partner della rete, pubblica mensilmente 

un quadro aggiornato delle proposte di cooperazione più rilevanti. 

Eurosportello in quanto partner della rete, pubblica mensilmente un quadro aggiornato delle proposte di 

cooperazione più rilevanti. Per ottenere maggiori informazioni riguardo le proposte pubblicate o per 

effettuare una nuova ricerca, è possibile accedere alla Banca dati EEN specificando nella stringa di ricerca 

il codice della proposta o una parola chiave in inglese (es. settore di interesse, programma di riferimento). 

 

 Energia e Ambiente 
 

Titolo Spain - Spanish corrugated cardboard and paper manufacturer for packaging is  

looking for new technologies to implement in its factories 
 

Codice TRES20170109001 

Summa

ry 
A Spanish corrugated cardboard group dedicated to packaging is looking for innovative  
technologies in corrugated cardboard, packaging using cardboard or paper manufacturing  
process. They are interested in a licensing agreement, a commercial agreement with  
technical assistance or a technical cooperation agreement with a technology provider.  

 

Titolo 
Romania - Improving energy efficiency for campuses 

 

Codice TRRO20170131006 

Summa

ry 

A Technical University from Romania is looking for research partners in the field of 
Intelligent Energy. 

The project will analyze and develop different energy efficiencies scenarios with regard to 
research and analysis to identify opportunities to reduce energy consumption in a 
university campus. The partners sought are innovative SMEs and R&D performers in the 
field of Intelligent Energy for technical cooperation under EU/International R&D 
Programmes. 
 

 

     ICT e Design 
 

Titolo Romania - Aircraft Wake Turbulence Prediction 

 

Codice TRRO20170131004 

Summa

ry 

A Technical University from Romania is looking for research partners in the field of Space 
and Aerospace applications. 
The aim of the research is to develop and validate an improved numerical model for the 

simulation of the near wake occurring downstream a wing, the near wake breakdown and 
the formation of the two counter rotating vortices. The partners sought are innovative 
SMEs and R&D performers in the field of Space and Aerospace for technical cooperation in 
EU/Intern. R&D Programs. 
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              Materiali e componenti 

Titolo  France - Ice making head modules sought for ice cubes vending 
machines 

Codice 
TRFR20150518001 

Summa

ry 
A French SME located in Corsica is searching a manufacturer of ice making head modules 
 for its new designed ice vending machine of ice cubes. 80 modules are estimated to be  
purchased for the first year. On-the-shelf modules or spare parts are investigated  

according to availability. Commercial agreement with technical assistance or technical  
cooperation are expected with industrial manufacturers.  

 

Titolo Finland - A Finnish company specialised in wearable technologies is looking for a 
manufacturing partner for their wearable products. The type of partnership  

considered is a manufacturing agreement. 
 

Codice 
TRFR20170201001 

Summa

ry 
 A French SME specialised in the design and production of domestic waste water treatment  
units is looking for a partner who has developed so-called biodiscs (near water surface  
rotating discs) water treatment technology products. 
The company is looking for a commercial agreement with technical support from the  
partner to diffuse the technology in its market 

 

Titolo Romania - Advanced nanostructured metallic alloys for medical implants 
 

Codice 
TRRO20170131001 

Summa

ry 

 

A Technical University from Romania is looking for research partners in the field of  

materials technology. The research focuses on obtaining a new titanium based 
nanostructured alloy with appropriate mechanical and biocompatible properties.  
An important research direction is bio-material complex characterization for pre-clinical 
evaluation. The partners sought are SMEs and R&D performers in the field of materials 
technology for technical cooperation or EU/international R&D programs. 

Titolo Romania - Nature inspired micro fluidic manipulation system 
 

Codice 
TRRO20170131007 

Summa

ry A Technical University from Romania is looking for research partners in the field 

of Nano and Microtechnologies. 

The current project deals with a completely novel method of fluid manipulation 

technology in micro fluidic systems, inspired by nature. The partners sought are 

innovative SMEs and R&D performers in the field of Nano and Microtechnologies 

in EU/International R&D Programs. 
 

 

Titolo 
United Kingdom - Seeking partner to provide sensor components for small scale anaerobic  
digestion technology 

 

Codice 
TRUK20170126001 

Summa

ry 

 

A Scottish (UK) SME in the waste-to-energy sector is seeking technology partners 

to support the development of an ultra small scale anaerobic digestion technology 

for on-site food waste treatment. The company is interested in commercial, 

research and technical partnerships to support development of the prototype into 

a commercial product. Specifically, the company seeks industrial, academic or 

research organisations that are producing sensors that can be used in the anaerobic 

digestion process. 
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Sanitario e biomedicale 
 

Titolo Albania - An Albanian company seeks a new technology in dermal aesthetics.  
The company is looking for a commercial agreement combined with technical  
assistance. 

 

Codice TRAL20161108003 
 

 

 Industria e Artigianato 
 

Titolo Korea - Ground inspecting technology sought 

Codice TRKR20161129007 

Summ

ary 

A Korean SME, an equipment managing company is looking for partners with 

expertise in ground safety inspection. The company seeks partners capable of 

providing the technology at this scale on an economic basis for design, installation 

and demonstration. License and/ or manufacture agreement is sought. The 

company is also open to technical and research cooperation. 
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